WPG Canada
New :
Affordable 4 speed winchs

Not since the invention of the self tailing winch in the 70s have we seen something so revolutionary
as the Pontos winch.
After 5 years of product development and testing in France, the Pontos winch made it’s grand debut
on the stage of the Toronto International Boat Show this January.
The unique load sensing clutch allows you to engage a second set of gears when you need it, giving
you 4 gears that automatically change under load. No buttons to push…..just turn the handle in the
other direction.
Tail faster than you have ever tailed by hand with the GRINDER!
One turn on the winch in first gear sees 70cms of line streaming off the drum. Then, the grinder
works its way up through the 4 speeds with ease. Anticipate your tacks with the new winch already
loaded right in to the self tailer. No more waiting to load the drum, hand over hand tail and then
reload the drum. Now, just tack with the line pre loaded in the self tailer. Ideal for genoa sheets,
hoisting a main sail or sheeting in on a asymetrical spinnaker sheet.
For full strength power in final trim mode, The Trimmer!
First two gears of the trimmer are similar to a classic winch, but when the load builds up and the
Trimmer shifts into third and fourth gear, you will be amazed at the difference. Do your final
trimming in with ease. Turn the winch with two fingers! Cabin top winches will never be the same
again. With a stength greater than 100:1, even children will be able to hoist your biggest sail!
Pontos winches are guaranteed for 5 years and sized 40, 46 and 52 with a starting price of just
$1649.
Certainly the biggest advance in winch design for more than 30 years : Pontos has recently
introduced a line of 4 automatic speed winches.
Developped for almost 5 years in France, and built in Italy, they are now available in Canada and
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